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Abstract1. This is an informal technical report regarding performance considerations for general-
purpose typing brain-computer interfaces (BCIs). A general-purpose typing BCI is a BCI that enables
the user to type any string of characters (as opposed to a BCI that can only type certain strings, such
as sequences of words drawn from a small set of allowed words). This living document is intended to
grow, evolve and serve as a resource for the community. We use our new Handwriting BCI [1] as an
example system. In addition to this technical report (Technical Report #01), we are also openly sharing
all electrophysiology data (Dryad, [2]) and all code (Python, GitHub, [3]) from the paper [1]. Defining
and measuring performance metrics are key to our community’s ability to compare, coordinate and co-
operate in order to advance general-purpose typing BCIs and bring them into widespread clinical use.
This report begins with investigations in people with paralysis (Sections 1-5), where our studies are part
of the BrainGate2 pilot clinical trial (NCT00912041)2 with Prof. Leigh Hochberg (sponsor-investigator),
Prof. Jaimie Henderson (NPTL co-director, BrainGate2 Stanford site PI), Prof. Krishna Shenoy (NPTL
co-director), Dr. Frank Willett (Research Scientist) and Prof. Paul Nuyujukian (NPTL alumnus). This
report also includes pre-clinical studies with nonhuman primates (NHPs, rhesus macaques; Section 6),
where our studies are part of NPSL with Prof. Krishna Shenoy (Director) and Prof. Paul Nuyujukian
(NPSL alumnus). This living document is intended to be inclusive, accurate and accessible to students
and investigators. We welcome suggested corrections, edits and additions; please contact Krishna
Shenoy (shenoy@stanford.edu).

1 Background

In broad terms there are three main types of communication-related brain-computer interfaces (BCIs)
that decode neural activity from populations of cortical neurons in order to help restore communication.
These are (1) ‘point-and-click cursor control’ BCIs which, when operating with an on-screen keyboard,
are a general-purpose typing BCI, (2) the “Brain-to-Text” attempted handwriting general-purpose typ-
ing BCI and (3) speech BCIs which decode words in conjunction with a language model with a finite
dictionary size and thus, while useful in their own right, are not general-purpose typing BCIs due to
the fact that only a finite set of words can be decoded (and sometimes this set is too small to restore
general-purpose communication) [4–8]. These communication-related BCIs are in contrast to motor-
related BCIs which stimulate arm muscles [9, 10], control robotic arms [11–13] and stimulate sensory
cortices [14, 15] in order to help restore movement.

1. Point-and-click cursor control BCIs are important because they enable general-purpose com-
puter, tablet and smart phone use without user interface modifications (i.e., neural control signals
are simply provided through standard Bluetooth input protocol to the device). They enable many

1Please cite as: Shenoy KV, Willett FR, Nuyujukian P, Henderson JM (2021) Performance considerations for general-
purpose typing BCIs, including the handwriting BCI. Technical Report #01, Version 2.7. Stanford Digital Repository (SDR),
Stanford University. https://doi.org/10.25740/jx921pv3255

2When investigational medical devices are being tested under the permission granted by the FDA (an Investigational
Device Exemption) we include, “CAUTION: Investigational Device. Limited by Federal law to investigational use.”
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tablet applications that we, and others, have demonstrated including web browsing, playing pi-
ano, listening to music and sending e-mails and texts by typing on an on-screen keyboard [16,
17]. Importantly, as text generation occurs by pointing at and clicking on one letter at a time, and
all letters are possible, this constitutes general-purpose typing. There is no limit to the range of
words possible (i.e., it has an infinite dictionary, or vocabulary, size).

However, there is an important typing speed limitation it would appear. There is a trade-off be-
tween how quickly the cursor can move (i.e., higher gain) and how well the cursor can be con-
trolled (i.e., readily stopping on targets) [18]. This limits typing speed on an on-screen keyboard to
approximately 40 correct characters per minute (ccpm) [19]. We measured typing rate with QW-
ERTY (standard layout), OPTI-II (cursor-path minimizing layout) and alphabetical (for those unfa-
miliar with layouts) keyboard arrangements. We also measured achieved bitrate with a target-grid
task (see Section 5) [19]. This was the highest performing general-purpose typing BCI from 2017
until 2021 (∼39 ccpm [19]), when we introduced the handwriting BCI that decodes attempted
handwriting (∼85 ccpm) [1].

2. Given the importance of general-purpose typing BCIs, we sought a different way to increase
text-generation (typing) rate. The new handwriting approach operates at the single character
(letter) level, and thus has an infinitely large dictionary (i.e., open dictionary / vocabulary). Of
note is that this method is also capable of typing a wide range of symbols, presumably nearly
any symbols including upper case letters and characters used in other languages (e.g., Japanese
Kanji), though this remains to be tested. From the paper, “We used the limited set of 31 characters
shown in Fig. 1d, consisting of the 26 lower-case letters of the English alphabet, together with
commas, apostrophes, question marks, full stops (written by T5 as a tilde symbol; ‘∼’) and spaces
(written by T5 as a greater-than symbol; >). The ∼ and > symbols were chosen to make full stops
and spaces easier to detect. T5 attempted to write each character in print (not cursive), with each
character printed on top of the previous one,” [1].

2 Typing Rate: Correct Words Per Minute

One general-purpose typing BCI performance metric that combines both typing speed and accuracy is
"correct words per minute" [20]. It is defined as:

T =
max(Sc − Si, 0)

5 t
cwpm (1)

• Where T is typing rate in units of correct words per minute (cwpm)

• Where Sc is the correct number of symbols (keys) transmitted in a minute, including spaces
and backspaces (deletes), in some period of time t. Note that this is also the number of total
characters (correct or incorrect) minus the number of incorrect characters, in t.

• Where Si is the incorrect number of symbols (keys) transmitted in a minute, including spaces and
backspaces, in some period of time t. These incorrect symbols can be deleted with a backspace
key. Note that it would appear that there is a mistaken ‘double counting’ here. But that is not the
case because the incorrect characters must first be subtracted from the total number of symbols
sent, and then any incorrect character must also be deleted which consumes another symbol.
Thus, an incorrect symbol is appropriately counted twice.

• Where t is the measurement interval and is typically minutes to hours.
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• We assume 5 characters (including spaces) per word on average as this is a typical estimate, but
6 is also sometimes used.

• Note that this cwpm measure does not leverage information-theoretic possibilities including multi-
symbol channel coding (see Section 5 below and supplementary materials in [21]).

3 Typing Rate with the Handwriting BCI

As an example, let’s consider the handwriting general-purpose typing BCI [1]. Its performance (i.e., text
generation rate, typing rate) is as follows:

• Characters per minute includes both correct and incorrect characters. The average number
of characters per minute (cpm) is 90 and the average character error rate is 5.4%. This appears
in the paper as “Notably, typing speeds were high, plateauing at 90 characters per minute with
a mean character error rate of 5.4% (averaged across all four blocks on the final day) (Fig. 2c).
As there was no ‘backspace’ function implemented, T5 was instructed to continue writing if any
decoding errors occurred,” [1].

• Correct characters per minute and correct words per minute. Therefore 100% – 5.4% =
94.6% of the 90 cpm were correct characters. Which gives Sc = 90 cpm × 0.946 = 85.14 and Si =
90 cpm × 0.054 = 4.86. Putting this together in Eqn. 1 yields typing rate of T = (85.14 – 4.86) / (5
× 1 minute) = 16.06 cwpm (or 16.06 cwpm × 5 characters / word = 80.3 ccpm). If 6 characters
per word is used instead 16.06 is reduced to 13.38 cwpm.

• Comparing the performance of the two general-purpose typing BCIs. Let’s compare the
handwriting general-purpose typing BCI typing rate of 16.06 cwpm with our 2D cursor point-and-
click general-purpose typing BCI typing rate of 7.84 wpm (39.2 ccpm at 5 characters per word).
The handwriting BCI improves performance by a factor of 16.06 cwpm / 7.84 cwpm = 2.05, or
simply double the performance. Interestingly, the same participant (T5) with the same electrode
arrays (the two Utah arrays in arm/hand area of precentral gyrus) set the point-and-click typing
rate record [19] three years prior to setting the new handwriting BCI typing rate record [1]. This
serves as a control: array action potential signal quality is still very good, but at best it is similar
to three years ago and no better. Thus this increase in performance is not attributable to more
neurons or better action potential signals.

• This performance is entirely neurally driven. This performance relies on neural activity alone
[1]. It does not use automatic spell checking and correcting, automatic word or phrase completion,
or more advanced language models (machine learning natural language processing). The same
is true of our point-and-click general-purpose typing BCI work [19]. These important engineering
designs can be added and should further increase performance. In our point-and-click general-
purpose typing BCI work with an off-the-shelf (Android) tablet computer we did use the standard
Google features (e.g., word completion, word suggestion) [16].

• Adding a language model: Performance. We then added a large-vocabulary (50,000 word)
language model as summarized in the main paper, “When a language model was used to auto-
correct errors offline, error rates decreased considerably (Fig. 2c, Table 1). The character error
rate decreased to 0.89% and the word error rate decreased to 3.4% averaged across all days,
which is comparable to state-of-the-art speech recognition systems with word error rates of 4–5%
[22, 23], putting it well within the range of usability,” [1].
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• Adding a language model: Methods. We then added a large-vocabulary (50,000 word) lan-
guage model as described in detail in the paper’s supplementary materials, “In a retrospective
offline analysis, we used a custom, large vocabulary language model to autocorrect errors made
by the decoder. Here, we give an overview of the major steps involved (note that our code re-
lease also contains the language model and associated scripts for applying it). The language
model had two stages: (1) a 50,000-word bigram model that first processes the neural decoder’s
output to generate a set of candidate sentences, and (2) a neural network to rescore these candi-
date sentences (OpenAI’s GPT-2, 1558M parameter version). This two-step strategy is typical in
speech recognition [22] and plays to the strengths of both types of models. Although the rescoring
step improved performance, we found that performance was strong with the bigram model alone
(1.48% character error rate with the bigram model alone, 0.89% with rescoring, using the copy
typing data). The bigram model was created with Kaldi [24] using samples of text provided by
OpenAI (250,000 samples from WebText). These samples were first processed to make all text
lower case and to remove all punctuation that was not part of our limited character set (consisting
only of periods, question marks, commas, apostrophes, and spaces). Then, we used the Kaldi
toolkit to construct a bigram language model, using the 50,000 most common words appearing in
the WebText sample. The language model was represented in the form of a finite-state transducer
which could be used to translate the RNN probabilities into candidate sentences [25],” [1].

• Adding a non-causal RNN to examine limits and compare with literature. From the paper,
“Finally, to probe the limits of possible decoding performance, we trained a new RNN offline using
all available sentences to process the entire sentence in a non-causal way (comparable to other
BCI studies [4, 5]). Accuracy was extremely high in this regime (0.17% character error rate),
indicating a high potential ceiling of performance, although this decoder would not be able to
provide letter-by-letter feedback to the user.” By adding sufficient latency between the time that
letters (which form words and multiple-word sequences) are generated and appear on screen and
the time that letters, words and multiple-word sequences are corrected a non-causal approach
can be engaged in real time.

4 Performance Comparison Table

Table 1 is a survey of BCI studies that measure typing rates, achieved bitrates and information transfer
rates in people with paralysis (not in people without neurological disability). Only general-purpose typ-
ing systems are included. We note that not all studies are optimized for typing rate of course; some are
optimized for usability, robustness, or are not yet optimized as they are early demonstrations. Never-
theless, it is important to help provide some framework within which to start thinking about performance
and how we, as a field, can advance this performance. Most of Table 1 was published in [19], and here
we added the handwriting general-purpose typing BCI results [1]. Number ranges represent perfor-
mance measurements across all participants for a given study.

Typing rates are readily understood to be important. Achieved bitrate is properly measured in a manner
that is independent of language, which has temporal correlation structure, and independent of word
completion or prediction algorithms. Similarly, information transfer rate (ITR) is also a meaningful point
of comparison, though it is less reflective of practical communication rates than achieved bitrate, since
achieved bitrate takes into account the need to correct errors using a simple backspace code, as de-
tailed in [30, 39].
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Motor impair. Avg. Avg. Avg. Avg.
Study Subjects Rec. Decoder etiology ccpm cwpm bps ITR bps

[1] Willett et al. 2021 T5 Intra RNN SCI 80.30 16.06 ∼6.18△ –
[26] Silversmith et al. 2020 B1 ECoG ltCLDA Tetraperesis – – 0.71 –
[19] Pandarinath*, Nuyu-

jukian* et al. 2017
Avg

(N = 3)
Intra ReFIT-KF

+HMM
ALS (2),
SCI (1)

28.1 5.62 2.4 2.4

[19] T6 " " ALS 31.6 6.32 2.2 2.2
[19] T5 " " SCI 39.2 7.84 3.7 3.7
[19] " " " " – – 4.2• 4.2⋆

[19] T7 " No HMM ALS 13.5 2.7 1.4 1.4
[27] Bacher et al. 2015 S3 Intra CLC+LDA BS 9.4 1.88 – –
[28] Jarosiewicz et al. 2015 Avg

(N = 4)
Intra RTI+LDA ALS (2),

BS (2)
– – 0.59 –

[28] T6 ” ” ALS ” ” 0.93 –
[28] T7 ” ” ALS ” ” 0.64 –
[28] S3 ” ” BS ” ” 0.58 –
[28] T2 ” ” BS ” ” 0.19 –
[29] Nijboer et al. N = 4 EEG P300 ALS 1.5–4.1 0.31–0.82 – 0.08–0.32
[30] Townsend et al. N = 3 EEG P300 ALS – – 0.05–0.22 –
[31] Munsinger et al. N = 3 EEG P300 ALS – – – 0.02–0.12
[32] Mugler et al. N = 3 EEG P300 ALS – – – 0.07–0.08
[33] Pires et al. N = 4 EEG P300 ALS (2),

CP (2)
– – – 0.24–0.32

[34] Pires et al. N = 14 EEG P300 ALS (7),
CP (5),

DMD (1),
SCI (1)

– – – 0.05–0.43

[35] Sellers et al. N = 1 EEG P300 BS 0.31–0.93† 0.062-0.19† – –
[36] McCane et al. N = 14 EEG P300 ALS – – – 0.19
[37] Mainsah et al. N = 10 EEG P300-DS ALS – – – 0.01–0.60
[38] Vansteensel et al. N = 1 ECoG Lin. Class. ALS 1.15‡ 0.23‡ – 0.21

Table 1: Human BCI studies with highest typing rates (ccpm), typing rates (cwpm), bit rates (bps) and
information transfer rates (ITR; bps). △Bit rate approximated with an empirical conversion factor 16.06 (cwpm)
/ 2.6 (cwpm / bps) = ∼6.18 (bps) [20]. •These numbers represent performance when measured using a denser
grid (9 × 9; Fig. 3, supplemental Fig. 2 and Video 10 in [19]). βFor this study, reported typing rates included word
prediction / completion algorithms. †Number range represents the range of performance reported for the single
study participant. ‡Other reported numbers included word prediction / completion algorithms. Acronyms used:
Intra – Intra-cortical; ReFIT-KF – Recalibrated Feedback Intention-Trained Kalman Filter; HMM – Hidden Markov
Model; CLC – Closed-loop Calibration; LDA – Linear Discriminant Analysis; and RTI – Retrospective Target
Inference. Abbreviations: Brainstem stroke (BS), Cerebral palsy (CP), Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD),
Spinal cord injury (SCI).

5 Achieved Bitrate

Another performance metric is achieved bitrate, in units of bits per second (bps). The information
throughput of the system under a single-symbol channel code – as opposed to more advanced, multi-
symbol channel codes which can asymptotically approach theoretical channel capacity but are much
more complex and likely not feasible for BCI users to engage in – is described in [39]. In a single-
symbol channel coded keyboard, the delete key is used to correct errors one symbol or letter at a time.
Achieved bit rate is defined as:

B =
log2(N-1) × max(Sc − Si, 0)

t
bps (2)

where B is the achieved bitrate in bits per second (bps), N is the number of selectable symbols on the
interface (including delete key) and the -1 is because one key is the delete key. As in Eqn. 1, Sc is the
correct number of symbols, Si is the number of incorrect symbols and t is the elapsed time. The max
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Study Decoder Typing rate (cwpm) Bit rate (bps)

[40] Neuralink MindPong, grid task NHP Pager ∼2.6 × 3.67 = 9.54 3.67
[41] Kao*, Nuyujukian* et al., 2017 ReFIT-KF+HMM NHP J ∼2.6 × 6.49 = 16.88 6.49

ReFIT-KF+HMM NHP R ∼2.6 × 5.71 = 14.85 5.71
ReFIT-KF+HMM NHP L ∼2.6 × 4.74 = 12.32 4.74

[20] Nuyujukian et al., 2017 ReFIT-KF+Dwell NHP J 10.0 ∼10.0 / 2.6 = 3.85
ReFIT-KF+Dwell NHP L 7.20 ∼7.2 / 2.6 = 2.77
ReFIT-KF+HMM NHP J 12.0 ∼ 12.0 / 2.6 = 4.62
ReFIT-KF+HMM NHP L 7.80 ∼7.80 / 2.6 = 3.00

[42] Kao et al. 2015 NDF NHP J ∼2.6 × 4.20 = 10.92 4.20
NDF NHP L ∼2.6 × 3.0 = 7.80 3.00

[39] Nuyujukian et al. 2015 ReFIT-KF+Dwell NHP J ∼2.6 × 3.50 = 9.10 3.50
[39] Nuyujukian et al. 2015 ReFIT-KF+Dwell NHP L ∼2.6 × 3.00 = 7.80 3.00
[43] Nuyujukian et al. 2014 ReFIT-FK+Dwell NHP J ∼2.6 × 3.40 = 8.84 3.40
[43] Nuyujukian et al. 2014 ReFIT-FK+Dwell NHP L ∼2.6 × 2.60 = 6.76 2.60

Table 2: NHP achieved typing rate (cwpm) and bit rate (bps).

function prevents bit rate from potentially being negative, which is not realistic.

Bitrate is properly measured with a grid task or another truly random sequence without correlation struc-
ture, and not with language which has such temporal correlation structure (e.g., some letters are more
likely to follow the current letter than others). Thus we offer this calculation as merely an approximation
– equal to what the bit rate would be if the handwriting BCI were to perform equally well on random
sequences of characters selected independently with uniform probability. The handwriting BCI bit rate
can be approximated in this way as:

B =
log2(30) × max(85.14 - 4.86, 0)

60
=

4.90 × 80.28
60

= 6.56 bps (3)

Finally, let’s compare this approximate handwriting general-purpose typing BCI bitrate (6.56 bps) with
our point-and-click general-purpose typing BCI result (4.2 bps), which was measured with a quasi-
optimal size and density grid (9 × 9 = 81 targets, Table 1, [19]). The handwriting BCI improves perfor-
mance by a factor of 6.56 bps / 4.2 bps = 1.56.

6 Performance in pre-clinical nonhuman primate (NHP) studies

We again note that not all studies are optimized for typing rate of course; some are optimized for
usability, robustness, or are not yet optimized as they are early demonstrations. Nevertheless, it is
important to help provide some framework within which to start thinking about performance and how
we, as a field, can advance this performance. We again consider two performance metrics:

1. Typing rate in units of correct words per minute (cwpm), as described in Eqn. 1 above. This is
an "effective" typing rate as NHPs clearly can’t actually type letters, words and sentences with an
understanding of their meaning. As a proxy, each spatial target in a grid of targets is associated
with a letter in the alphabet, a backspace key for making corrections and potentially other special
characters. Spatial targets are then illuminated in a sequence that corresponds to letters, from
words, from sentences drawn from a corpus [20]. NHPs move a point-and-click cursor to the
target and select it. If a target along the cursor’s path to the requested target is accidentally
selected, or if the final target selected is not the requested target, this constitutes an error.
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paper subject bitrate
typing rate
(ccpm)

typing rate
(wpm)

unified typing
rate (wpm)

unified typing
rate (ccpm) linest wpm linest ccpm

least squares
(y-intercept = 0)

2017 PIEEE J dwell 3.79 10.00 10.00 50.00 9.815851602 49.07925801 2.58993446 0 wpm
L dwell 2.90 7.20 7.20 36.00 7.510809933 37.55404966 12.9496723 0 ccpm
J HMM 4.40 11.99 11.99 59.95 11.39571162 56.97855811
L HMM 2.60 7.76 7.76 38.80 6.733829595 33.66914798

2017 eLife T6 2.20 31.60 6.32 31.60 5.697855811 28.48927906
T5 3.70 39.20 7.84 39.20 9.582757501 47.9137875

Figure 1: Typing rate vs bitrate plot on continuous cursor tasks. Circles are measurements from two NHPs [20]. Dia-
monds are measurements from two people in [19]. The trend line follows the equation: T (cpwm) = 2.6 Bitrate (bps).

2. Bitrate in units of bits per second (bps), as described in Eqn. 2 above. This is readily measured
with a grid of targets, as targets can be illuminated in a truly random order and thus avoid temporal
correlations which complicate the bitrate calculation. The relationship between typing rate (T) and
bitrate (B) was estimated to be T = 2.6 × B and appears to be a reasonable approximation [20].
Note that our 2017 paper estimated the multiplier constant to convert bps to cwpm to be 2.7 [20].
Additional, recent studies in people have refined this estimate to have a multiplier constant of
2.6 which is quite similar the original estimate of 2.7 [20]. The plot deriving this new multiplier
appears in Fig. 1.

Table 2 summarizes the results across recent studies. Targets were selected one of two ways. (1) A
dwell time is the time that the cursor is on a target, be it the requested target or another (incorrect)
target. The dwell time is optimized in order to appropriately balance between too brief a time, which
leads to false clicks, and too long a time, which slows the system down [39]. (2) A ‘click’ signal can also
be decoded from neural activity, with a click decoder operating in parallel with the cursor movement
decoder (e.g., an HMM [41]). This is akin to clicking on a computer mouse’s left button to select an
item, and this approach generally leads to higher performance than does dwell-to-click selection.

The studies listed in Table 2 use Utah electrode arrays or Neuralink’s surgical-robot (R1) insertion of

Study Implant type Electrodes Implant location

[40] Neuralink Monkey MindPong 64 threads, 16 electrodes 64×16 = 1,024 Contra. arm/hand PMd & M1
[41] Kao*, Nuyujukian*, et al., 2017 Utah electrode arrays 2×96 = 192 Contra. arm/hand PMd & M1
[20] Nuyujukian, et al., 2017 Utah electrode arrays 2×96 = 192 Contra. arm/hand PMd & M1
[44] Sussillo*,Stavisky*,Kao*,et al.,2016 Utah electrode arrays 2×96 = 192 Contra. arm/hand PMd & M1
[42] Kao et al., 2015 Utah electrode arrays 2×96 = 192 Contra. arm/hand PMd & M1
[39] Nuyujukian et al., 2015 Utah electrode arrays 2×96 = 192 Contra. arm/hand PMd & M1
[43] Nuyujukian et al., 2014 Utah electrode arrays 2×96 = 192 Contra. arm/hand PMd & M1
[45] Gilja*, Nuyujukian*, et al. 2012 Utah electrode arrays 2×96 = 192 Contra. arm/hand PMd & M1

Table 3: Summary of implant technologies and locations for the studies listed in Table 2.
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threads (64 threads, each with 16 electrodes along its length). Table 3 summarizes the recording tech-
nologies used in the studies listed in Table 2. It is important to note that the relationship between
channel count and performance is nonlinear, with additional channels offering diminishing returns in
performance [46, 47]. Additionally, each study uses different methods for channel inclusion and thresh-
old detection and/or spike sorting. As shown in [46], when adding units in order based on a measure
of informativeness, maximum performance is achieved with a subset of units. Thus, there is no simple
way to normalize performance to account for implant differences.
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